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This reprinting of, “The Keys to Great Photographs” is dedicated to one of the 
Southeast Queens Camera Club’s Lifetime Members: 

 
 

Judson Dinkins, one of SEQCC’s original members, arranged to purchase 15 
copies of “The Keys to Great Photographs” from PFLI each year from its initial 
publication in 2009 until the last purchase in 2013. These copies were to be given 
specifically to new “B” Competition Class members of SEQCC. Upon Judson’s 
purchase of the last set of 15 in 2013, PFLI had only 5 copies left. SEQCC was the 
only PFLI camera club that provided its members with this valuable resource on 
an on-going basis!  

On behalf of the current and future members of the Southeast Queens Camera 
Club, I would like to thank Mr. Judson Dinkins by dedicating the reprinting of this 
publication to him.  

Judson’s selfless acts of kindness have benefitted SEQCC in so many countless 
ways. Though this dedication may not tangibly repay his efforts, we pay homage 
to Judson by continuing the tradition set by him of distributing the reprinted 
publication to new members.  

Judson, thank you for being a member, thank you for all of your support and thank 
you for being you. 

 

Ronald Moore 

President SEQCC: Sept 2015 - June 2019 
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INTRODUCTION
Every photograph consists of three basic elements. They are
subject matter, lighting and composition.

Subject matter is the easiest element to control. Subjects are 
everywhere around you. It is what you do with your subject
that makes the difference between a snapshot and a 
photograph.

Lighting is by far the most important element - and not justLighting is by far the most important element - and not just
because you need some form of light to create a photograph
in the first place. Whether you are in a studio where you have
complete control or outdoors hoping to be at the right place
at the right time, controlling the light is critical to creating
great images.

Composition is the most complex element. Picture in your
mind a simple flower. You can shoot it straight on, from themind a simple flower. You can shoot it straight on, from the
right, from the left, from above, from below, from behind,
up close, far away. There are dozens, perhaps hundreds of
ways you can compose this subject in the camera. There is
little you can do in the computer to create new compositions
from an existing image.

Following the “rules” in this booklet will almost always make
your images better - but that does not mean they must beyour images better - but that does not mean they must be
adhered to in all cases. There are times when the “rules” are,
and should be broken - when is for you to decide.



RULE 1 - GET IT RIGHT IN THE CAMERA

The next thing you must learn to do is avoid the trap of
shooting any old image because “I can always fix it later in
Photoshop.” You may be able to make a bad image somewhat
better, albeit with a lot of work in Photoshop but you will never
make it great and Photoshop cannot change a composition.

Nothing beats getting it correct in the camera and since you
can immediately see the image, getting it correct in the cameracan immediately see the image, getting it correct in the camera
should be a foregone conclusion.

Finally a word about Photoshop. It comes in 3 flavors at the
present, the subscription based CC, the mildly expensive
Lightroom and the bargain priced Elements. Unless you are
into exotic graphic art work virtually all of your photographic
needs can be satisfied with the Elements program.

 

All good photographers understand the importance of learning
everything there is to know about their equipment - be it a
simple point and shoot camera or a top of the line SLR. That
knowledge encompasses: how to override the auto exposure
and auto focus controls, what the histogram is telling you,
what your minimum focusing distances at each zoom setting
are, how to control the output of your flash, etc.are, how to control the output of your flash, etc.

If you have to stop in the field and read your instruction
manual, you will not have the best control, and potential
images and opportunities may be lost.



RULE 2 - HAVE A DEFINED SUBJECT

The buoys are a prime example. They
are all of equal weight. Your eye
wanders around looking for the one
of special interest and it does not exist.
.

The reconstructed 1920’s gas station 
presents a similar problem, it also haspresents a similar problem, it also has
multiple subjects but in this case
several different ones. The elk rack
and the Goodrich sign among others,
are all competing for your attention.

.

There is no confusion with the
Siberian tiger image as to what theSiberian tiger image as to what the
subject matter is.

.

The sequence of one, two, three and
four berries illustrates a common but
not well understood fact. The human
brain seems to prefer odd numbers
of subjects over even numbers. Thusof subjects over even numbers. Thus
one and three are easily accepted, 
while two and four are not.

One of the most deflating comments you can get from a
 viewer is “what am I supposed to be looking at ?”



RULE 3 - DO SOMETHING DIFFERENT
Your viewers have probably seen every type of subject before.
Your job then is to present your subject in a different pose or
composition.

The horned owl example includes a dramatic close crop plus
a combination color/black and white presentation.

.

The Blue Angel example shows the standard fly-by photoThe Blue Angel example shows the standard fly-by photo
taken from the main viewing area. The spectacular tight turn
was captured two years later by
positioning the camera far
away from the normal crowd.

.

The swimming swan can be photographed any time of the day
but for a few minutes in the early morning they go through abut for a few minutes in the early morning they go through a
wake up/exercise routine. Back lighting completed the image. 



RULE 4 - THE MAGIC LIGHT
For scenic photographers there is only one time to shoot and
that is the first two hours of the day (and to a  lesser degree
the last two hours of the day). The sun has a warm color at
these  times and the long shadows tend to add depth to your
images.

The canoes are aluminum but the rising
sun casts a reddish glow on them. Sincesun casts a reddish glow on them. Since
there is no wind, the reflections are a
bonus.

Fog, as seen in the Amish country
Sunday scene, is almost exclusively
an early morning occurance.

The Annisquam Lighthouse series shows the dramatic change
in the quality of light between the early morning scene and onein the quality of light between the early morning scene and one
taken at midday.



RULE 5 - AVOID THE SUN
Direct sunlight produces harsh contrast problems including
overexposed highlights and deep shadows. Portraits of
flowers, wildlife and people should never be taken in direct
sunlight.

The difference is apparent in the red bellied woodpecker
images, the first taken in direct sunlight and the second in the
shade.shade.

.

The daffodils use a different technique. The first image taken
in direct sun. Notice the harsh contrast and the hot spots in
the background. The second image was taken from the same
position with the sun blocked. In this case the photographer
merely stood in front of the sun but any device will do. If the
result is too much shadow a puff of flash or a reflector mayresult is too much shadow a puff of flash or a reflector may
be used to add back just the correct amount of light.



RULE 6 - BAD WEATHER IS GOOD

Bad weather photography has a number of major advantages
going for it. First, the soft light allows you to shoot all day
rather than in just the magic hour (rule 4) and second, the
images are “different” (rule 3).

This Amish scene was taken just after
a snow squall went by leaving the road
wet, the snow plastered against the treewet, the snow plastered against the tree
and the laundry frozen on the line.

The muted colors from the overcast sky
almost give the image a painted look.

The snow is still falling on the barns and 
frozen pond when this image was taken.
.

The abandoned bay house was taken onThe abandoned bay house was taken on
two separate days, the first in bright sun
and the second moments before it
started to rain. The difference in the
light and textures are readily apparent.



RULE 7 - BACKLIGHT

We talked about the problems created by shooting in bright
sunlight but there will be instances where it cannot be avoided.
In these cases backlighting can provide a solution.

The deer was photographed in full
sunlight, but the sun is positioned
behind the subject thus eliminating any
harsh contrast problems. As a bonus,harsh contrast problems. As a bonus,
the subject is surrounded by an
interesting “rim” light.

The iguana was photographed indoors
but with the sun again coming in from
behind.

The white seagull would be an exposure 
problem in full sunlight but again theproblem in full sunlight but again the
backlight allows feather detail to appear
and adds an interesting rim light as well.



RULE 8 - THE “RULE of THIRDS”

The rule of thirds is one of the most powerful compositional
techniques known, dating back thousands of years to Greek
art and architecture. Many digital cameras actually have a
focusing screen with an imprint of the rule of thirds. The rule,
simply stated, is that you divide both the vertical and
horizontal axes into thirds, draw the lines, and place your
subject at one of the four intersections.subject at one of the four intersections.

This image of the Portland Head
Lighthouse is a classic “bullseye” with
the lighthouse dead center in the frame.
In general, an uninteresting composition.

This image shows the 4 possibilites
using the rule of thirds.

The final image shows the chosenThe final image shows the chosen
placement for this subject, in this case,
upper left.



RULE 9 - BACKGROUNDS

This image has just about everything
going wrong that you can imagine in a
background. There is a distracting red
flower to the left, white “hot” spots both
left and right, a sloping horizon pretty
much in focus and a stick emerging from
the subject.the subject.

This image was taken from the same
spot, however, it was shot from above
and down into the leafy background.
The camera lens was opened up to
produce the blurred effect.

The same image with the background
removed. A piece of black matboard orremoved. A piece of black matboard or
a black cloth inserted behind the dahlia
will produce this effect in the field or it
may be created post-production in
Photoshop.

The easiest way to destroy an image is to include a terrible 
background, a common but correctable fault.



RULE 10 - CREATE DEPTH

Framing - One method is to surround your subject with objects
on the edge of the composition. The sugar shack shown here
is ‘framed’ by the rock fence, the post and the overhanging
branch.

Foreground Objects - The subject is,
of course, the lighthouse, but we have
included the wave in the foregroundincluded the wave in the foreground
to establish ‘depth’ to the image.

Leading Lines - Here we use a series 
of wave formations plus the horizon
line itself to capture our eye and
‘lead’ us directly to the subject.

In photography you are reducing a three-dimensional scene
onto a two-dimensional piece of paper. There are several

 ways to create the illusion of depth.



In this example the clouds and the 
reflections are both vying for your 
attention.

In this composition the horizon
line is set low, increasing the impact
of the sky and reducing the influence
of the reflections.of the reflections.

In this composition the reverse is
true. The horizon line is set high,
reducing the impact of the sky and
increasing the influence of the
reflections.

RULE 11 - HORIZON LINES

A horizon line through the center of an image tends to divide
the image into two separate and competing images causing
confusion as to where the viewer is supposed to look.



RULE 12 - DIAGONALS

The Harris Hawk’s eye is in a 1/3 location yet the overall effect
of the horizontal composition is dull and uninteresting.

The diagonal crop of the same image adds a great deal of
tension.

This sunflower sequence begins
with a straight vertical composition.
Three diagonals are proposed.Three diagonals are proposed.
In general, diagonals starting from
the exact corner tend to look
artificial. In this example the lower
right makes the most pleasing
composition.

Diagonals add energy and excitement to your compositions.



RULE 13 - CURVES

Notice in the first two images how 
the center of interest manages to 
wind up at a 1/3 point without any
help from the photographer. Mother
nature also knows the rule of thirds.

This Great Egret combines 3 themes 
into one image...a diagonal, a curveinto one image...a diagonal, a curve
and the rule of thirds.

If diagonals add energy and excitement to your images,
curves are the opposite. They tend to add calmness and grace.



RULE 14 - TURN THE CAMERA

The lighthouse is a case in point.
It is a vertical building and you
would want to show its power
in protecting the coastline, hence
a portrait composition. 

.

As it turns out a landscape composition works equally well.As it turns out a landscape composition works equally well.

Most subjects will lend themselves to either a portrait or a
landscape composition just by looking at them,
but that does not mean you should stick with just
that composition. Make sure you try it both ways.



RULE 15 - REFLECTIONS

The image of the red barns in
Vermont is a classic example,
shot from a standing position.

.
Due to the relative angles of the puddle, the rock formation
and the Nubble Lighthouse, this reflection was not apparent
unless you physically placed your camera directly on theunless you physically placed your camera directly on the
rocks. In the old film days, this also
required you to lie on the rocks
(which were always wet) in order to
look through the viewfinder and
compose the shot. If your digital
camera has a tilt screen, this
problem is completely avoided, but even if you do not, youproblem is completely avoided, but even if you do not, you
can simply shoot multiple exposures until you get the right
one.

The Saugerties Lighthouse was
also shot from a standing position
at low tide in the Hudson River.

Reflections can add a great deal of interest to what would
normally be a simple scenic photograph. They also
fall into the category of doing something different.



RULE 16 - REPEATING PATTERNS

In the first example the stone
arches carry your eye from left
to right to the egret.

Although the kayaks are tied together,
the action of the wind that has pushed
them into this diagonal composition.

In this winter image, the empty
moorings waiting for the summer
crowds seem to go on forever.

Remember, try to convey something different with your
images to capture your viewer’s attention. 
Repeating patterns are a way to do that.

The sand pattern is unique in that it is a
naturally occuring phenomenon of sand
and water undisturbed by the
“hand of man.”



RULE 17 - ANTICIPATE

By itself, this scene has very
little going for it. Further up the
path a little girl was trailing her 
parents back to the parking lot so
I set up my tripod opposite the
tree and waited.

At a minimum, I calculated that I At a minimum, I calculated that I 
would at least add a subject to the 
scene. As it turned out, I was 
rewarded with this totally 
unrehearsed leaf toss.

Part of being a good photographer is not only to be
aware of what is happening around you, but also
to anticipate what might happen around you.



RULE 18 - PATIENCE

The Bald Eagle sequence is a good example. For 45 minutes
she looked bored, was sleeping, or disappeared in her
enclosure. Then a low flying helicopter passed overhead
making the bird appear alert, resulting in a dramatic shot.

The barn represents a different kind of patience. It was
discovered in the morning but it was backlit by the sun.
We marked the location on the map and returned in theWe marked the location on the map and returned in the

afternoon when the sun had moved to the front of the building.

Another attribute of good photographers, particularly wildlife
photographers, is patience. You will rarely find your subject
in the perfect pose, under the perfect light just as you arrive.



RULE 19 - BREATHING ROOM

Make it a habit not to have your subject up against
the edge of your image. Here are some things to consider for

creating “breathing room.”

The same technique applies to portraits. A little more space in 
the direction the subject is looking generally produces a more

appealing composition.

For subjects in motion, it is usually best to have more space in
the direction that they are going, as opposed to the direction
from which they are coming. This implies that you have caught

the peak action rather than almost missed it.



RULE 20 - SHOOTING THRU WIRE

The first is to position your camera as close to the wire as
possible and to wait for your
subject to move as far away
from the wire as possible. 
Next be sure that the subjects
head, and specifically the eyes,
are in a wire opening. Then youare in a wire opening. Then you
must open up your lens as 
much as possible consistent
with getting your subject in
focus. If you are outdoors, as
with the vulture at the Bronx Zoo, you must find a place where
the sun is not shining on the wire.

The same techniques apply to the leopard shot at the StatenThe same techniques apply to the leopard shot at the Staten
Island Zoo except here a flash was necessary. The flash must
be off camera and held so no wire in front of the subject is
illuminated.

A few special techniques are required to sucessfully capture
images behind wire enclosures.



RULE 21 - SHOOTING THRU GLASS

The first step in shooting thru glass
is to find a clean spot on the glass.

Next is to place your camera lens 
directly against the glass in order to
remove all unwanted reflections. 
A soft rubber lens shade is perfect 
for this. for this. 

Try to go thru the glass at a
90 degree angle. Water and glass
sometimes defeat your camera’s
autofocus system, so check to make
sure it is working, otherwise, you will
have to focus manually. If you are
using a flash, it must be off camerausing a flash, it must be off camera
and against the glass as well.

Shooting through glass requires special techniques as well.



RULE 22 - MOTION

There are times to “stop” the action and
times to let the action flow. The first waterfall
scene was taken at a relatively fast shutter
speed, and the water appears frozen.

The second waterfall scene depicts a more
serene scene.

The secret is to shoot waterfalls using atThe secret is to shoot waterfalls using at
least 4 shutter speeds, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8 and 1/15
of a second. Depending on the speed of the
water, one of these will be correct.  If it is a
cloudy day, you may be able to attain these
speeds merely by stopping down your lens.
If not, then a neutral density filter will be
required. In some cases, depending on therequired. In some cases, depending on the
sun angle, a polarizer may also work.

The bike race scene uses another
motion technique. In this case we use
a slow shutter speed plus a camera
pan to render the main subject partially
in focus.



RULE 23 - INFRARED IMAGES

Some digital cameras can take infrared
images directly using a #87 filter. 
To check, shine your TV remote at your
camera. If you can see the light beam,
then your camera can take infrared
photographs. Exposures are a guess
and infrared rays focus on a differentand infrared rays focus on a different
plane than visible light so a lot of trial
and error is involved.

Most high-end cameras cannot take
infrared due to a blocking filter. In those
cases, Photoshop can provide a pseudo
infrared. 

A number of techniques can be used, A number of techniques can be used, 
the easiest being the diffuse glow filter.
Start with a color image, select the red
channel and experiment from there.
Two examples are shown here.

Infrared photography in the old film days was a difficult and
tedious process, so much so, that most photographers did
not attempt it, or if they did, they gave up very quickly.
However, the potential for dramatic and unusual images

 was always great.



RULE 24 - PANORAMAS

The simplest way to create a panorama
is to crop a normal aspect ratio image.
Although you are throwing away a lot
of pixels, most digital cameras now
have pixels to spare.

The traditional way is to take a series of images, overlapping
them approximately 25% and then stitch them together.them approximately 25% and then stitch them together.
Virtually all image processing programs make this process
automatic now. It is best to take an exposure reading in the
center of your scene and set your camera to manual exposure
for the entire sequence.

Panoramic images have the potential to produce dramatic
scenes particularly when coupled with modern printers
which can output images three-feet or even four-feet wide.



RULE 25 - LUCK

My intention was just to photograph
the barn door for my club’s theme
competition, “Doors” when the horse
appeared. Luck? As it turned out, we
had been riding around dirt roads,
some not even marked on our map,
for about three hours without comingfor about three hours without coming
across anything worthwhile.

I walked into the Snow Leopard enclosure
at the Bronx Zoo and found this pose. 
One shot and he stood up and walked
away. Luck? This was probably my
25th trip to the zoo, and each prior time
I visited the Snow Leopards, I leftI visited the Snow Leopards, I left
without anything this good. Still, I had
my camera ready just in case.

I am sure you have heard the expression, “what a lucky shot.”
To quote Sam Goldwyn, however,
“the harder I work, the luckier I get”



 

Would you like to enhance your  
photography skills? Interested in entering your 

photographs in competitions?

How would you like to meet and socialize with 
photographers in your neighborhood? 

Are you a photographer?? 

www.seqcc.org 
Join the 

SOUTHEAST QUEENS CAMERA CLUB 
ROY WILKINS COMMUNITY CENTER 

177-01 Baisley Boulevard 
Jamaica, Queens 

Meets on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Tuesdays  
September thru June 
 7:30pm to 9:00pm 



The Southeast Queens Camera Club would 
like to give a huge thank you to the author 
of “The Keys to Great Photographs”    
Mr. Richard Hunt for donating the original 
draft of the publication to SEQCC for 
reprinting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CUT OUT AND USE AS GRAY CARD FOR EXPOSURE SETTING 
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